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Abstract 

Throughout this paper,  EVG ,  is a connected graph and we determine the co-secure 

set domination number of a Line graph of some standard graphs and also for its complement 

graphs. 

1. Introduction 

Let  EVG ,  be a finite, connected graph without loops and multiple 

edges. The order and size of the graph G is  GV  and  GE  respectively. 

For a vertex ,Gv   the number of edges incident to a vertex v is the degree 

of a vertex v and is denoted by  vd  or  .deg v  The path of n vertices is 

denoted by nP  and cycle of n vertices is denoted as .nC  The complete graph 

of n vertices is a graph having every vertices of degree 1-m  and is denoted by 

.nK  The wheel of n vertices is a graph obtained by joining all the vertices of 

cycle 1nC  to the vertex at the center of the cycle and is denoted by 

.4, nWn  The graph nK ,1  is star graph. The Line graph  GL  of a graph 

 EVG ,  is also a graph with vertex set as  GE  and the two vertices 

ji ee ,  are adjacent in  GL  if and only if the edges ie  and je  are adjacent in 

a graph G. 
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The set  GVD   is a set dominating set of G if every set DVT   

there exist a non-empty set S of D such that the induced sub graph ST   

is connected. The minimum cardinality of a set dominating set of G is said to 

be set domination number and is denoted by  Gs  and is abbreviated as a 

SD-set (set dominating set) [7]. A set  GVD   is a co-secure dominating set 

of G if D is a dominating set and forever vertex Du   there exists a vertex 

DVv   such that  GEvu   and     vuD   is a dominating set 

and is abbreviated as CSD-set of G. The minimum cardinality of co-secure 

dominating set is the co-secure domination number and is denoted by  Gcs   

[1]. A co-secure dominating set of G is said to be a co-secure set dominating 

set of G if for every set DVT   there exist a non-empty set S of D such 

that the induced sub graph ST   is connected and is abbreviated as a 

CSSD-set of G. The minimum cardinality of co-secure set dominating set of G 

is the co-secure set domination number of G and is denoted by  .Gs
cs  

The co-secure domination set was introduced and determined the 

cosecure domination number for some standard graphs by Arumugam S., 

Karam Ebadi and Martin Manrique and they also find the sharp bounds for 

that parameter [1]. Aleena Joseph and Sangeetha investigated the co-secure 

domination number of Friendship graph, Jahangir graph and Helm graph 

and also obtained the bounds [2]. The co-secure set dominating set was 

introduced and we investigated the co-secure domination number of some 

standard graphs and some sharp bounds for it [3]. A graph G with isolated 

vertices does not have a CSD-set and CSSD-set for G. The undefined terms 

used in this paper are in [5]. 

2. Main Results 

In this paper, we are investigating the co-secure set domination number 

for the Line graph of path, cycle, complete graph, star graph and wheel graph 

and also determine the co-secure set domination number for complement 

graph of    ., nn CLPL  
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Observation 2.1. For     
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Example 2.2. For ,8n  

 

Figure 1. The line graph of .8P  

Consider  7531 ,,, vvvvD   is also a dominating set of  8PL  and 

 .,, 642 vvvDV   This D is not a set dominating set but it is a co-secure 

dominating set of  .8PL  So, for any D, the  8PL  does not have a co-secure 

set domination number. For the same reason, the co-secure set domination 

number does not exist for .8n  

Observation 2.3. For  ,nCL  
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Example 2.4. For a Line graph of cycle graph,  ,10CL  Consider the set 

 9865421 ,,,,,, vvvvvvvD   is also a dominating set of  ,10CL  and 

 .,, 1073 vvvDV   For this, D is a set dominating set but it is not a co-

secure dominating set. So, D is not a co-secure set dominating set. For any D, 

the   10CLs
cs  does not exist. 

Theorem 2.5. If nK  is a complete graph with n vertices, then 
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let us consider  
2

121 ,,, nneee   be a vertex of 

 nKL  with order 2Cn  and it’s a 4-2n -regular graph for .3n  

For  1,3 eDn   or  2e  or  ,3e  are the CSSD-set of  .3KL  Hence, 
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   .213  nKLs
cs  

For  65,,4 eeDn   is the only CSSD-set of  .4KL  Hence, 

   .224  nKLs
cs  

For ,5n  consider the dominating set D with cardinality .3n  Every 

vertex in D and DV   is of degree .42 n  So, every ie  in D can be replaced 

by je  in DV   with the condition that  nji KLee   and the new set 

    ji eeD   will also a dominating set. Therefore, D is a CSD-set of 

 .nKL  Since for every subset M in D we can form a set N in DV   so that 

the sub graph formed from NM   will be connected. Thus, D is also a 

SD-set of  .nKL  Hence D is a CSSD-set of  .nKL  

To check the minimality of D, assume that D is the CSSD-set with 

cardinality 4.-n  So that the vertex in D is not adjacent to all the vertex in 

 .nKL  and that D is not a dominating set of  .nKL  Therefore, D is a 

smallest CSSD-set of  .nKL  with cardinality .3n  

Hence,    .
,5,3

,4 and 3,2
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Theorem 2.6. For a graph ,1,1  nKG  then    .11,1  n
s
cs KL  

Proof of Theorem 2.6. Since   nn KKL 1,1  and hence by the 

theorem E in [3], we have the result    .11,1  n
s
cs KL  

Theorem 2.7. If  nW  is a wheel graph with n vertices, then 
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Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let us consider   22321 ,,,,: nn eeeeWL   with 

order 2-2n  and   .
22,

11,4
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For  21,,4 eeDn   or  65, ee  or  42, ee  or  43, ee  is the CSSD-set  
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of  .nWL  Hence    .2 n
s
cs WL  

For ,5n  consider the dominating set D with cardinality 3n  (out of 

that at most one vertex is of degree n and the remaining vertex is of degree 

4). So that every ie  in D can be replaced by je  in DV   with the condition 

that  nji WLee   and the new set     ji eeD   will also a dominating 

set. 

Therefore, D is a CSD-set of  .nWL  Since for every subset M in D we can 

form a set N in DV   so that the sub graph formed from NM   will be 

connected. Thus, D is also a SD-set of  .nWL  Hence D is a CSSD-set of 

 .nWL  To verify the minimality of D, assume that D is the CSSD-set with 

4-n  vertices of  .nWL  So that the vertex in D is not adjacent to all the vertex 

in  nWL  and that D is not a dominating set of  .nWL  Therefore, D is a 

smallest CSSD-set of  nWL  with cardinality .3n  Hence, 
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Next, we are going to determine the s
cs  of complements of  nPL  and 

 nCL  because for large values of n this number does not exist. 

Theorem 2.8. For a graph  .nPLG   then   2 Gs
cs  for .5n  

Proof of Theorem 2.8. Let us consider   1321 ,,,,: nn eeeePL   with 

order 1n  and     311   neded n  and the degree of the remaining 

vertices,   4 ned i  for .22  ni  

Consider the dominating set  21, eeD   (or  11,  neeD ) of  ,nPL  

and   31  ned  and   .42  ned  So that every 1e  or 2e  in D can be 

replaced by ,ie  for 3i  in DV   with the condition that  .1 ni PLee   and 

the new set     ieeD  1  will also a dominating set of  .nPL  Therefore, D 

is a CSD-set of  .nPL  Since for every subset M in D we can form a set N in 

DV   so that the sub graph constructed from NM   will be connected. 
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Therefore, D is also a SD-set of  .nPL  Hence D is a CSSD-set of  .nPL   

To verify the minimality of D, assume that D is the CSSD-set with only 

one vertex of  .nPL  So that D is not a dominating set of  .nPL  Thus, D is a 

smallest CSSD-set of  nPL  with cardinality 2. Hence,   2 Gs
cs  for .5n  

Theorem 2.9. For a graph  ,nCLG   then   2 Gs
cs  for .5n  

Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let us consider   nn eeeeCL ,,,,: 321   with 

order and   3 ned i  for .1 ni   The proof is similar to the proof 

theorem 2.8. 

3. Conclusion 

For a line graph of a path 8, nPn  and a line graph of cycle ,10, nCn  

the co-secure set domination number does not exist. But the complement 

graphs of that graph have the co-secure set domination number equal to 2. 
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